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**Mining Patterns**

Core enterprise functions

- **Data Management**: Collect, organize & exchange data
- **Planning & Analysis**: Transform data into actionable information
- **Field Work**: Get information into and out of the field
- **Decision Support**: Disseminate knowledge where & when it's needed

A Complete Integrated System

Accurate Data for Scientifically Defensible Decisions

**Web Development Options**

ArcGIS API for Microsoft Silverlight™/WPF™ overview

ArcGIS Viewer for Flex

April 29, 2011 - version 2.3.1 released.

ArcGIS Mapping for SharePoint

Version 2.0 is now available.
ArcGIS Collaboration Demos

Global Data Access for Mining (GDAm) Showcase
Security on your web servers

Most State & Federal Agencies (eg. USGS, KY & AZ are open but not configured for cross domain access)

Some are Secured, by design? Or by IT default (eg. WA)

HELP From ESRI:

HELP From ADOBE:

HELP From MICROSOFT: